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Book Descriptions:

4 speed chevy manual transmission for sale

Learn more. Please note that Checkout Prices will be in US Dollars. Achieve fast, smooth,
lightweight shifting with our racing transmissions perfect for both street and strip applications. We
carry manual transmissions compatible with every major American make dating back to 1968,
including the T5, T56, and Borg Warner T10. Victory is imminent. Add racewinning gear to your ride
today!Multiple truck freight parts on an order may increase the shipping amount.Multiple truck
freight parts on an order may increase the shipping amount.Multiple truck freight parts on an order
may increase the shipping amount.Multiple truck freight parts on an order may increase the
shipping amount.Multiple truck freight parts on an order may increase the shipping amount.Multiple
truck freight parts on an order may increase the shipping amount.Multiple truck freight parts on an
order may increase the shipping amount.Multiple truck freight parts on an order may increase the
shipping amount.Multiple truck freight parts on an order may increase the shipping amount.Multiple
truck freight parts on an order may increase the shipping amount.Multiple truck freight parts on an
order may increase the shipping amount.View Details. For a better experience, we recommend using
another browser. Learn more Facebook Email or phone Password Forgotten account.Any help would
be appreciated, might be interested in selling. Thanks and Happy Fourth of July . ARCHIVED Muncie
m21 FREE 45648 Picked up this complete muncie m21 with shifter,bell housing, clutch and pressure
plate, fly wheel, even peddles and z bar for 6874 nova. My question is this.It does have one top
mounting near broken off and missing. I hope it can be fixed. All threaded holes tapped and in good
condition. Hubs and sliders fitted for minimal rock. OEM American gears in excellent shape. Gear
teeth perfect; no chips or broken teeth. Engagement teeth also perfect. All replacement parts are
the very best from Auto
Gear.http://ahnil.com/userData/board/command-and-conquer-generals-manual-patch.xml

4 speed chevy manual transmission for sale, chevy truck 4 speed manual transmission
for sale, chevy 4 speed manual transmission 4x4 for sale, 4 speed chevy manual
transmission for sale, 4 speed chevy manual transmission for sale, 4 speed chevy
manual transmission for sale.

Professionally built by an Auto Gear distributor. Nothing cheap, no shortcuts. An excellent Muncie.
No stripped threads or cracks. What you see is what I have. Needs abit of a clean up, condition is as
shown. My dilemma is do I run it in my car or sell it and find something a little stronger. It’s going
behind a Big Block. It’s a good box, had a small parts kit put in it, new cluster shaft, torque sliders
and synchro rings. I don’t know a whole lot about these transmissions.All the gears and rotating
assembly look good with no chips in the teeth or excessive wear. 10 Spline input and 27 Spline
output I installed new front and mid plate bearings, new roller bearings and thrust washers. New
forged synchro’s with new keys, springs and sliders on forward gears. Prefer Local pick up but will
ship UPS. Buyer pays shipping, UPS can figure out the shipping cost to the destination of prefer.
Roughly weighs 90 LBS and I can box it up if needed. Based on the radius, a new location list is
generated for you to choose from. Nonsmoking and no pets. Car has served me well for over 5 years
but its time it found a new home. Vehicle has an active title and I use it for my day to day commute.
Generally runs well though it could use some TLC on the struts. Engine light for rear oxygen sensor
is on a simple fix but may not be worth your time and money. Comes with a set of new winter tires
mounted on the rim.Red in colour, remote start, new front shocks and links. Transmission just went.
210000km. Update with pics tomorrow.Air tilt and cruise. Runs great with tons of torque. Open to
trades or offers. Any questions feel free to ask.It Is mostly good for parts and does not run or drive.
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Selling as a complete unit only.Windshield is good. Has had some recent engine work, but the car
still runs a bit rough.Needs a transmission NV3500 or a rebuild. Has a brand new LuK clutch and
release bearing. Was under the impression the clutch was gone so thats why. The interior is painted
an ugly
orange.http://www.shophoathuymoc.com.vn/assets/images/command-and-conquer-generals-game-ma
nual.xml

The trucks not perfect.Theres a few dents here and there, but for a first vehicle it would still be a
solid option. Manual everything locks, windows and transmission. This truck will teach you how to
drive properly. 2WD, but with good tires in winter is a fun truck to drive. It comes with a extra set of
winter tires on rims and a couple oil filters and brake pads as well. The AC works well and the 5.7
Vortec engine runs well. There is a Tekonsha trailer control installed.Only has 152000 km Got 8 rims
for the car 4 summer tires and 4 brand new winter tires Got and after market deck Other than that
totally stock Gets great gas mileage and it’s quick little car. I am looking for 2000obo or trades for
offroad toysFront lip spoiler and side skirt panels, all chrome accents and badges replaced with oem
black. This car turns heads wherever she goes and she gets their fast. Serious inquiries only. No low
ballers, tire kickers, marketers or scammers please. With the RECENT PRICE DROP.Have video of it
running also.Never been in any accidents or paint work done. I have a photo of the build sheet
window sticker included in the photos so please look at it for.Stock transmission, stock differential.
Disc Brakes on front. Power steering, power brakes. Serious inquiries only, please call, no text or
emails 4039354542This was used at the NAIT automotive trades class back in the 70s and 80s Also
included are misc Haynes manuals, Small block Chevy book, Kawasaki KX80 manual Take them all
for one priceWill fit most Chevy and gm like Blazer,Jimmy,s10,s15Pulled out of a 69 camaro during
manual conversion. Everything in perfect working order at time of removal.Its a i4 with a manual
transmission with only 146,000km. Really good shape for the year. New rear strut. Tires are ok.
Interior is clean. Great starter car or someone that needs a cheap daily driver. If youre interested in
the car and a deal is made. THE CAR WILL GET A FREE DETAIL AND CLEANING!!!

Will need a safety, price will go up when I end up doing it.Car comes with extra set of winter tires.
Car has 57,000km on it and is in very good condition with black heated cloth seats, battery replaced
spring of 2020,Trades welcomeMSRP generally excludes freight, applicable fees and taxes. MSRP
has been provided for illustrative and general information purposes only. Dealers may sell for less;
contact dealer for details. Based on the radius, a new location list is generated for you to choose
from. Belair in great condition, very clean and fast,this is a 4spd manual rock crusher transmission,
power steering,front disc brakes, has a strong 350 motor with a small blower.In excellent condition.
Selling as is.House of colour sunset pearl orange with chrome trim. 350 four speed manual
transmission. Custom bench seat. 20 inch foose alloy chrome rims. The truck speaks for itself. A real
head turner!!!ONLY 10400 Kms. Touchscreen radio with 4G wifi, Bluetooth and backup cam.
Automatic transmission and AC.The body is very good with just a little surface rust at wheel wells.
No holes anywhere. Runs and drives.Runs Smooth, will sell for 1700 if sold this week Selling my
Chevy Cruze, it’s amazing on fuel, fun little car to drive the transmission is really easy to learn, shifts
smooth, engine runs normal, rust only around one fender wheel, underneath has been under coated
and is maintained well, comes with 4 all seasons with about 50% tread and 4 winters with around
75% tread, no accidents, no dents. Cons minor work Should pass safety.Very nice little suv. Fully
Loaded. No accidents. Power windows, locks, mirrors, steering Onstar if you activate subscription
CD stereo with 6 speakers Keyless entry Air conditioning Steering wheel controls Cruise control
Vanity mirrors Deluxe cloth interior 5 seater 2.2L ecotec GM engine. Very good on gas. 5 speed stick
shift. Tinted.Never been in a collision, Runs well and good on gas. ABS light is on, engine light on
always has been .
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Good for handy person who can fix themselves. A few rusty areas on bottom corners, One owner
Nonsmoker. Manual transmission 6 speed 1.8 litre engine 140 horsepower AC 4 Door Seats 5 Sedan
SilverIt has a strong running 305 and a 5 speed manual transmission that just got new bearings,
synchronizers and seals. Interior could use some love. Car was safetied less than 3000 km ago. Has
brand new tires. Runs and drives but is going to need a battery. Hate to see it go but my insurance
company charges me too much to keep it on the road as a secondary vehicle. I am asking 5500 OBO.
Call or text 519 999 3898Summer and winter tires with rims and hubcaps for winter.New Tires and
breaks. Car runs great. 103000km. 6 speed manual transmission. Fun car to drive.It has 95xxxkm.
Tinted windows at 5%, led head lights. Serviced regularly. Just throwing it up to see what peaple
think its worth. Runs great never had an issue with it. Will come with winter tires aswellABS, needs
sensor in the back. Engine light is on, and was told it was the turbo. Car runs and drives good.Minor
scratches on door. Runs fineThe car has been well maintained and runs great, no rust. Power
windows etc. Only 141, 000 kilometers. Car comes certified.Truck is 6ft tall to the bottom of the
door. Has 4 link and 16inch coil overs. Looking to trade for muscle car or cigarette boat or 20 grand
cashThis car is a must see. Too many parts and custom features to list. Serious inquiries for more
details please call 519 697 5532.Very Peppy Very Clean Interior and all Glass is In Very Good
Condition.Will Take A Reasonable, Realistic Offer Must Sell Fast Make Room For The New Car
PurchaseMost of the miles are highway. No accidents. Regular oil changes and season rust proof
spraying and great on fuel. 6 speed manual with a 1.4L turbo. Water pump and coolant system
recently redone. Comes with a full set of winter tires on rims. Both sets of tires only have two
seasons on them. Selling as is.

http://hillstromplasticsurgery.com/images/canon-mp530-troubleshooting-manual.pdf

Working fine before pulled, fluid was clean. Will work for 8894 the way it is or can be used in 9598 if
you change the front driveshaft yoke or just use an 8894 front driveshaft.Must be a car that had a
manual transmission from the factory, and the clutch and brake pedal and all linkages must still be
intact. ANY condition will do. Please note also If you have a very solid all original panel 62 Pontiac 2
door that is rust free, I will buy it.Cash in hand.Had this car for almost 2 years now still runs great
but I have recently bought a new car and it’s time for it to go. New clutch and transmission put in a
year ago Ac,Heater and the fan has been replaced Comes with winter tires and rims. Oil changes
done every 7500km. The car currently has 155,000km on it. Selling as is,Wanting to sell for 2,000
obo message me for any more questions. Each transmission kit is engineered with factorymatched
torque capacity ratings, helping ensure the transmission you purchase will stand up to the power of
your engine. Chevrolet Performance customers are responsible for ensuring their use of Chevrolet
Performance complies with applicable federal, state, and local laws, regulations, and ordinances.
Many parts intended for racing or other “offhighway” use are not designed or tested for
crashworthiness or to meet the safety needs of the motoring public, and may adversely affect the
original intended performance or handling characteristics of the vehicle. These parts are designed
and intended to be used with experts supervising their installation and use, to help assure the
proper and safe operation of the vehicle. Chevrolet Performance customers are responsible for
ensuring their use of Chevrolet Performance complies with applicable federal, state, and local laws,
regulations, and ordinances. These parts are designed and intended to be used with experts
supervising their installation and use, to help assure the proper and safe operation of the vehicle.
Individual retailer pricing may vary.
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Please see your local dealer or retailer for details. Click here to see all Chevrolet vehicles destination
freight charges. Full functionality requires compatible Bluetooth and smartphone, and USB
connectivity for some devices. Requires compatible iPhone and data plan rates apply. Apple CarPlay
is a trademark of Apple Inc. Siri, iPhone and iTunes are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the
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U.S. and other countries. Children are safer when properly secured in a rear seat in the appropriate
child restraint. See the Owners Manual for more information. Cargo and load capacity limited by
weight and distribution. Children are safer when properly secured in a rear seat in the appropriate
child restraint. See your vehicle Owner’s Manual for more information. Certain services require
working electrical system, cell service and GPS signals. OnStar links to emergency services. Visit
onstar.com for more details. Visit onstar.com for more details.OnStar links to emergency services.
Visit onstar.com for more details. Fees and taxes apply. To cancel you must call SiriusXM at
18666352349. See SiriusXM Customer Agreement for complete terms at siriusxm.com. All fees and
programming subject to change. Sirius, XM, SiriusXM and all related marks and logos are
trademarks of Sirius XM Radio Inc. Cargo and load capacity limited by weight and distribution. Your
actual range may vary based on several factors including temperature, terrain, and driving
technique. Cargo and load capacity limited by weight and distribution. Your actual range may vary
based on several factors including temperature, terrain, and conditions. You will be charged at
thencurrent rates. Fees and taxes apply. All rights reserved. The weight of passengers, cargo and
options or accessories may reduce the amount you can tow. Cargo and load capacity limited by
weight and distribution. Click here to see all Chevrolet vehicles destination freight charges.

Requires the Android Auto app on Google Play and an Android compatible smartphone running
Android TM 5.0 Lollipop or higher. Data plan rates apply. Android Auto is a trademark of Google
LLC. Standard on L, LS. Available on LT. Cargo and load capacity limited by weight and distribution.
Some devices require an adaptor or back cover.Cargo and load capacity limited by weight and
distribution. The weight of passengers, cargo and options or accessories may reduce the amount you
can tow. Full functionality requires compatible Bluetooth and smartphone, and USB connectivity for
some devices. Map Coverage available in the United States, Puerto Rico and Canada. Visit
onstar.com for more details.Before you buy a vehicle or use it for trailering, carefully review the
Trailering section of the Owner’s Manual. The weight of passengers, cargo and options or
accessories may reduce the amount you can tow. Requires the Android Auto app on Google Play and
an Android compatible smartphone running AndroidTM 5.0 Lollipop or higher. Android Auto is a
trademark of Google LLC. Children are safer when properly secured in a rear seat in the appropriate
child restraint. See the Owner’s Manual for more information. Full functionality requires compatible
Bluetooth and smartphone, and USB connectivity for some devices. Requires compatible iPhone and
data plan rates apply. See your vehicle Owner’s Manual for more information. Services subject to
Terms and limitations. Certain services require working electrical system, cell reception, and GPS
signal. OnStar links to emergency services. See onstar.com for details. Availability subject to
change. Services subject to Terms and limitations. OnStar links to emergency services. See
onstar.com for details. Availability subject to change. See siriusxm.com and onstar.com for details
and limitations. Use only GMapproved tire and wheel combinations. Unapproved combinations may
change the vehicle’s performance characteristics.Standard on L, LS.

gf-location.fr/wp-content/plugins/formcraft/file-upload/server/content/files/1626bff5ae2119---canon-
mg4100-printer-manual.pdf

Available on LT. Read the vehicle Owner’s Manual for more important feature limitations and
information. Children are safer when properly secured in a rear seat in the appropriate child
restraint. See the Owners Manual for more information. Full functionality requires compatible
Bluetooth and smartphone, and USB connectivity for some devices. Full functionality requires
compatible Bluetooth and smartphone, and USB connectivity for some devices. Full functionality
requires compatible Bluetooth and smartphone, and USB connectivity to some devices. Read the
vehicle Owner’s Manual for important feature limitations and information. The weight of passengers,
cargo and options or accessories may reduce the amount you can tow. Full functionality requires
compatible Bluetooth and smartphone, and USB connectivity for some devices. GM is not
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responsible for the safety or quality of independent supplier alterations. For more information, see
the Recovery Hooks section of your Owners Manual. For more information, see the Recovery Hooks
section of your Owners Manual. Full functionality requires compatible Bluetooth and smartphone,
and USB connectivity for some devices. Requires compatible iPhone and data plan rates apply. Siri,
iPhone and Apple Music are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries.
Android Auto is a trademark of Google LLC. Children are safer when properly secured in a rear seat
in the appropriate child restraint. See the Owner’s Manual for more information. Full functionality
requires compatible Bluetooth and smartphone, and USB connectivity for some devices. Children are
safer when properly secured in a rear seat in the appropriate child restraint. See the Owner’s
Manual for more information. Requires the Android Auto app on Google Play and an Android
compatible smartphone running Android 5.0 or higher. Data plan rates apply. Android Auto is a
trademark of Google LLC. Requires compatible iPhone and data plan rates apply.

Siri, iPhone and Apple Music are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other
countries. Click here to see all Chevrolet vehicles destination freight charges. Through the 1950s, all
makers were working on their own automatic transmission, with four more developed inside GM
alone. All of GMs early automatic transmissions were replaced by variants of the TurboHydramatic
by the 1970s.Manually shifted on Column. The basic rearwheel drive TurboHydramatic spawned two
frontwheel drive variants, the transverse TurboHydramatic 125, and the longitudinal
TurboHydramatic 425. A third variant was the lightduty rear wheel drive TurboHydramatic 180 used
in many European models.Also manufactured and used by Holden as the Trimatic transmission. Ford
led the design of the 10speed transmission, as well as filing the design patents for said transmission.
According to an official report by the SAE Society of Automotive Engineers the design of the
10speed gearbox is essentially all Ford, while GM was responsible for designing the 9speed 9T
transverse automatic gearbox. As part of their jointventure, Ford will let GM use the 10speed
transmission with rights to modify and manufacture it for their own applications.Retrieved
20190716. Retrieved 20190716. By using this site, you agree to the Terms of Use and Privacy Policy.
We analyze millions of used cars daily. Used cars with Manual Transmission for Sale on carmax.com.
Take advantage of our NV4500 Manual Transmission experience and expertise. Shifts nicely. Our
Chevy NV3500 transmission is for sale at our lowest price yet. Used pickup trucks with Manual
Transmission for Sale on carmax.com. The transmission comes with one overdrive gear, a light
aluminum housing case, and can be adapted for use in 4 wheel drive. Search new and used cars,
research vehicle models, and compare cars, all online at carmax.com Brand Chevrolet. Looking to
sell this transmission, came out of my old car that I parted out.

Automatic transmissions Early models. Find Chevy 5 Speed Manual Transmission at the best price.
Chevy 2500hd 5 speed truck. SOLD SOLD SOLD SOLD SOLD SOLD 1987 Chevrolet Scottsdale V20
4X4 454ci Manual 4 Speed.If you are shopping for a used Chevrolet automatic transmission or
manual for your car, truck, van or SUV, then you came to the right place. Find 4X4 Manual
Transmission Trucks at the best price. Browse our daily deals for even more savings! Search. Every
unit has been upgraded and tested to the max. Having issues diagnosing problems with your
NV4500 GM or Dodge 5 Speed manual transmission we can help. The YYard Sells Quality Parts. Skip
to content. 5Speed Manual Overdrive. Automatic Transmition Which is Right For You Manual vs.
Automatic Transmition Which is Right For You. Modern Automatic Transmissions Shift Faster and
Are More FuelEfficient October 14th, 2019 Share The stick shift hasnt yet gone the way of the T. rex
or sabertoothed cat, but its definitely an endangered species. As of October 2019, just 1.2% of new
cars sold for the year had manual transmissions. Manual transmission cars with gearboxes and
clutches have their ardent defenders, but the facts dont support some of the reasons cited for the
superiority and desirability of this transmission. Here we list the pros and cons of a manual versus
an automatic transmission and discuss five common myths about manual transmission vehicles. Its
best to palm the shift knob. If you grab or squeeze it and try to force the shifter from one gear to the



next, it will often miss. Manual Car Pros The vehicle is more engaging for the driver. The driver has
full control over gears and when to shift. Its usually less expensive than an automatic vehicle. The
transmission often costs less to repair. Manual Car Cons A manual can get tiresome in heavy traffic.
The learning curve is steep. It requires precise control on hills to avoid stalling or rolling back. Its
harder to find a manual on higher trim levels.

Only a limited selection of vehicles offer a manual. Automatic Car Pros Its easier to drive in
stopandgo traffic. The majority of vehicles offer an automatic. The transmission shifts quicker and
smoother. It offers better gas mileage. A shiftable automatic transmission offers drivers the best of
both worlds. Automatic Car Cons Its more expensive to buy than a manual. The transmission has
more moving parts, which leads to greater repair costs. Its not as fun to drive — though this is
subjective. A transmission with too many gears might shift too often. Myth 1. Manual cars always get
better fuel economy than cars with automatic gearboxes. In the past, it was pretty much a given that
vehicles with manual transmissions would be more fuelefficient than their automatic counterparts.
But as modern automatics gained additional gears and relied less on a torque converter, they have
now overtaken manuals in terms of fuel economy. Lets take the 2020 Chevrolet Camaro as an
example. With the base fourcylinder engine, the sixspeed manual gets an EPAestimated 23 mpg in
mixed driving conditions. The Camaros automatic transmission, on the other hand, has eight speeds
and is estimated to get 25 mpg in mixed driving — an 8.7% improvement. Myth 2. Manual cars cost
less than the same model with an automatic. In most cases, the manual version of a car will indeed
cost less, but not always. And if you want to drive a manualequipped BMW, it wont save you any
money up front since the manual is the same price as the automatic. In most cases, you might not
always be able to get the car you want with a manual transmission. In fact, 80% of 2019 modelyear
vehicles came only as automatics. Myth 3. The coolest sports cars only come with a manual gearbox.
Both the highly anticipated 2020 Porsche 911 and the 2020 Chevrolet Corvette debuted without a
manual gearbox option. Finally, Ferrari and Lamborghini no longer offer any stickshift vehicles.
Sports cars dont get much cooler than those.

Most modern sports cars use a dualclutch automatic transmission, which features a
computercontrolled clutch and offers the best of both worlds the control of a manual with the ease
and speed of an automatic. Myth 4. If your dream car comes with a standard manual transmission,
you can always get an automatic as an option. Like the previous assumption, this one isnt true
either. A small group of cars these days, mostly sporty models, only come with a manual gearbox.
The list includes the Honda Civic Type R, the Ford Shelby GT350, the Hyundai Veloster N, and the
Subaru WRX STI. Myth 5. Teenagers really, really want to learn to drive stick shifts. There does not
appear to be any evidence to support this statement. In fact, the opposite is true. Because there are
so few manual transmission vehicles out there, many drivers who have just earned their licenses
dont get exposed to them, and so they have little interest in learning how to drive them. Standard
Transmission as an AntiTheft Deterrent. Theres one argument in favor of stickshift cars that doesnt
have a ready trueorfalse answer. The theory is that because fewer people know how to drive stick
shifts these days, cars equipped with them are less likely to be stolen. While there have been a few
examples of wouldbe thieves being stymied by manual transmissions over the years, there havent
been any formal studies conducted. Based on the percentages of vehicles sold with automatic
transmissions nearly 99% in 2019, it would appear that people have expressed their preference for
automatic cars. But this is ultimately a subjective decision. We say, buy what makes you happy. If
you need a detailed list of pros and cons, take a look at this article. Learn more Is a manual faster
than an automatic. In most cases, an automatic car will be quicker than a manual transmission car
equivalent, which takes time to shift gears.

And the fact is, an automatic and especially an automated manual can shift gears much quicker than
a human driver. Learn more What is the difference between an automatic car and a manual. With



manual transmission vehicles, the driver operates the clutch and decides when to shift the gears. On
an automatic car, the gearshifting duties are handled by the computercontrolled transmission. Very
Professional I believe the truck was already sold and instead of just letting me know that up front I
had to wait to receive an automated email informing me that the truck was no longer available I
appreciate their honesty and letting We purchased the car we found on car gurus. Salesperson was
great and easy going. Sales manager After my comments to the sales rep, I am surprised they still
have it listed and at the Will deal with in the future. Kaitlyn brought the vehicle to my house to check
it out and was very knowledgeable about the chwvy Trail Boss. The sales approach was very
satisfying Would give a thumbs up to this dealership. The car is everything they Requested quotes
from 5 dealerships for a lease on the new Silverado 1500 I6 Duramax. Agent came through with the
best tradein value and pricing. I was not expecting my local Abilene dealership to price match the
1LT Texas Edition. For a similar value they upgraded the truck to the 2LT which included trailer
braking that I really needed. If they had not matched the price I would have gone with 5 star. That
gains a five star these days Unfortunately car had already sold. Would call at the worse time and
when i ask for to them to call me back at a more appropriate time they wouldnt call back And I still
had help desk call me 30min later to see if I was going to make appt. It was professional, and
courteous. I recommend to visit this dealer, and I will be back when buying a car again. Thank you.
Could have saved the 1.5 hr. drive for a specific vehicle. Car already sold but got good information.

When a salesperson knows you’re in the market and their vehicle already sold, I would think they
would take your information and try to find you another one, no The car was as described. I’d be
happy to buy from them again. I recommend him for anyone looking for a car. Very honest and
working friendly The Camaro is offered as a coupe and a convertible with seating for four
passengers. The Camaro was first introduced for the 1967 model year, though it had a hiatus in
production after 2002 and a reintroduction for 2010. The current generation, which was redesigned
in 2016 and refreshed in 2019, is currently available with 4, 6, and 8cylinder engines. CarGurus
gave the Camaro an 8.2 in a 2017 Test Drive Review. It’s also comfortable and handles well. For
2019, it received updated styling and technology. The current powertrain lineup consists of a
275horsepower turbocharged 4cylinder, a 335horsepower V6, a 455horsepower V8, and a
650horsepower supercharged V8. Rearwheel drive RWD is compulsory. A 6speed manual
transmission comes standard, and 8 and 10speed automatics are available, depending on engine
choice. Trims include 1LS, 1LT, 2LT, 3LT, LT1, 1SS, 2SS, and ZL1, which roughly correspond to
powertrain availability.Fueleconomy ratings for the volume V6 and V8 models were on par with the
previous generation. According to the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration NHTSA
database, quality issues include faulty ignition switches and airbag components. From 2000 on, the
Camaro was offered with a 3.8liter V6 and a 5.7liter V8, as well as a tuned version of the latter
engine with more horsepower. A 35th Anniversary Edition was available in 2002, and trim levels
included the LT1, Z28, and SS. With the automatic transmission, the V6 Camaro came in at 21 mpg
combined, and the V8 delivered 19 combined. According to the NHTSA, this generation was prone to
quality issues with exterior lighting and faulty body welds.
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